INTERNSHIP: BACHELOR-/MASTERTHESIS: DATABANK FOR CONVEYOR
SYSTEMS (M/F)
TGW relies on junior experts and offers students the opportunity to immerse themselves into the world of intra-logistics before
they graduate from university. At TGW, you will not only gather first valuable job experience, but also lay the foundation for a
career within the TGW Group.
Start your bachelor or master thesis at TGW and look forward to an exciting field of tasks as well as to an appreciative business
environment.

TASKS
The properties of conveyed goods (form, weight, bottom characteristics etc.) as well as their effect on the conveyability are an important
parameter in every logistics project to be able to offer optimum logistics solutions to customers.
When working on your bachelor/master thesis, you will be part of our Mechatronic Product Development team. You will actively support
us in establishing a database for the properties of conveyed goods. The thesis aims at establishing a database that combines all
important details about conveyed goods, available in many different forms at the moment, in one common system. You will therefore not
only elaborate a concept for the automated transfer of existing data from existing sources, but also evaluate different database solutions. It
shall allow us to dynamically extend and modify the data model at any time. In a next step, you will develop a simple query system and
import first existing files into the new database.

REQUIREMENTS
FH/University education with a focus on IT, Business Information Systems, Software Engineering or similar
Profound knowledge of databases as well as interest in programming
Excellent command of written and spoken German
Logical, analytical thinking, reliability and independent way of working

WE OFFER
3 to 6 months employment
Place of work: Wels
Variable number of weekly working hours: full-time or part-time employment possible (please communicate which you prefer)
Gross monthly salary of 1,785 Euros for 38.5 hours/week
Appreciative working environment, exciting tasks, motivated team
The application procedure will be done in several stages in Wels.
If you are interested, we look forward to your application incl. curriculum vitae, cover letter and transcript of records.
Living Logistics. Promoting Careers.
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